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Opening scene #1: (Camera focuses on Farmer Brown entering his barn) 

[Farmer Brown, dressed in his overalls, plaid shirt and straw hat is securing the cow 

stalls before nightfall. Several cows have already lined up at the hayrack munching 

straw. An old TV set is mounted in the corner of the barn and is always left on to 

soothe the cows and for Farmer Brown to keep up with ‘World News Tonight.’  The 

anchorman is reporting.]    (Camera switches to the TV anchorman.) 

 

Anchorman Ukan Believit: 

Good evening from TV Channel WFRT with the latest worldwide news. Believe it or not, 

but flatulent cows are being blamed for global warming. They are considered such a 

threat that millions of dollars are being spent by various governments around the 

world to fight this evil scourge, to try to prevent the certain devastation that will be 

caused by the cows’ noxious emissions. 

There are approximately 1.5 billion farting and belching cows and 6.5 billion farting and 

belching humans in the world. Some experts consider cows to be the world's biggest 

single source of methane gas. In 2005 a scientific report published in California claimed 

that each dairy cow in the area was producing almost 20 pounds of gas every year 

(They learned this by putting cows in a bio bubble that measured emissions for two 

days). The claim by the UN is that cows produce more greenhouse gases than all the 

SUVs, airplanes, trucks and cars combined. The figures on what percentage of all 

greenhouse emissions they account for range from 5 percent up to one third. All this 

methane gas is produced when the bacteria in their stomachs breaks down plant 
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fibers; the gas then comes out one end when they chew their cuds, and the other end 

when they fart. 

The World Government is planning to put a carbon tax on all cows because they are 

contributing to greenhouse gases and global warming by the amount of flatulence they 

expel into the atmosphere. Their farts and belches contain methane, a highly 

flammable gas. To curb these effluents, the World Court is considering reducing the 

bovine population and urging people to eat less beef. 

(Camera switches to Farmer Brown as he mumbles his objections to this news.) 

Farmer Brown: Those crazy, whacked out scientists are at it again! Try’n to control the 

climate by control’n cow farts!  Talk’n about methane gas . . . HOG WASH! Oh yeah! It 

may be smelly, but it ain’t flammable!  

[Farmer Brown reaches for his corncob pipe in his overalls as he stands directly behind 

a cow.  He strikes a match just as ol’ Bessie lets out a powerful FART (fart sound effect). 

A shooting flame 10’ long erupts from the cow’s anus and almost knocks Farmer Brown 

off his feet. Black soot covers his face and shirt from the fiery blast.]  

 

 

 

 

 (The scene switches back to TV Channel WFRT and anchorman Ukan Believit is 

continuing his report.) 
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Scene #2 -  

Anchorman Ukan Believit:  We now join our field reporter, Cash Carbon, in Argentina.  

He will be reporting on a Cow Fart Study being conducted in Argentina. The cow’s 

emissions are being collected in a plastic tank for analysis of the methane gas/carbon 

pollution for a global warming study.  Cash, please give us the latest on that unique 

experiment being conducted down there. 

Cash Carbon:  I’m here with dairy farmer, Juan Goodman, to learn about an interesting 

experiment that he has recently begun. Mr. Goodman has devised a method for testing 

the amount of emissions being released into the environment by a single cow. He is 

collecting the methane gas produced by his cow in an effort to determine its impact on 

global warming. All of the gases are being collected in a plastic tank that is attached to 

his cow’s back. His experiment will prove that cow farts account for more than 30 per 

cent of the country’s total greenhouse emissions and are a major cause of global 

warming.  

 

Cash Carbon:  Hello Mr. Goodman. Please explain your experiment to our viewers. 

  

Juan Goodman:   Well, my experiment is really quite simple. My cow, Molly, has my 

unique invention, the flatumeter, inserted into her anus which measures the amount 

of methane gas she emits over a 24-hour period. The expelled gases are collected in 

this tank mounted on her back. Then it is simply a matter of multiplication to 

determine the amount of gases expelled in a 24-hour period by the total number of 

cows on the planet. Already, we have determined that it's a huge, incredible amount. 
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We’re also studying ways to store these emissions that we collect, which are quite 

volatile and heat producing, to replace petrol. Just imagine cars running on a natural 

substance that is plentiful and readily available. These methane emissions may actually 

exceed our milk production capacity.  Large herds that are producing milk may also be 

used to collect methane gas. So you can see, this will become a very energy efficient 

and profitable business, as well as reducing carbon emissions into the atmosphere. We 

plan to have about 20,000 cattle outfitted with the flatumeters within the next week. 

There is also a plan afoot to sell carbon credits for the fart gases that are collected by 

our flatumeters. 

Cash Carbon: Thank you Mr. Goodman for this exciting news. It’s people like you who 

will make a difference in reducing the carbon footprints by cattle on our planet. Thank 

you for what you’re doing to help reduce greenhouse gases that cause global warming. 

(Scene fades) 

Scene #3 - [“Green” Terrorists are watching this broadcast while they are busy working 

in their assembly room making suicide vests.] 

“Green” terrorist, Bubba Blastingcap:  Hey you guys, what a great idea! You know how 

environmentally conscious we are, trying to go ‘green’ to save the planet. We can 

collect these flatumeters from cows and make our suicide bomb vests using these 

devices for our explosive material. These ‘green’ explosives won't harm the 

environment the way our current bombs do – besides, for each person we eliminate 

with our green bombs, including ourselves, we reduce human carbon footprints. 

“Green” terrorist, Jemal Bombalama: Let’s contact our sleeper cells in Argentina and 

tell them to collect flatumeters for our Suicide Fart Vests.  (Scene fades) 

Scene #4 – (One week later) 

[Three “green” terrorists are surrounded by flatumeters laid out on a table with Jemal 

Bombalama modeling the new improved fart vest for his comrades. They’re satisfied 

that this new vest will do the job and they are very proud of the fact that they are 

helping to save the environment with their new ‘green’ explosives.]  (Scene fades) 

SCENE # 5 - [Anchorman Ukan Believit is beginning his evening broadcast.] 
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Ukan Believit: Good evening Channel WFRT viewers. Tonight we go directly to our field 

reporter, Rosie Tumbleweed, who has secured an interview with the leader of a group 

calling themselves ‘Green’ Terrorists. 

 

Rosie Tumbleweed:  Mr. Bombalama, I understand that you terrorists have decided to 

go “green” with your suicide bomb vests. Your group is now constructing them using 

methane gas that is collected from cows in the newly invented flatumeters. 

Unfortunately, numerous local farmers have reported that their herds are missing the 

devices soon after they are inserted. Many fingers are pointing at your group as the 

methane gas robbers. Do you care to make a comment? 

Jemal Bombalama: Why yes, Ms. Tumbleweed, I would like to say that our “green 

group” has decided to focus on making suicide vests from these naturally occurring 

gases that are readily available from any cow pasture. As a matter of fact, we’ve 

decided that these plenteous and easily obtainable gases would be ideal to build our 

Mooclear bombs as well, bombs that are capable of large scale devastation, much 

more so than our green Suicide Fart Vests. By using these natural gases as explosives, 

we are causing less damage to the environment because there is no radiation involved 

when they explode. So you see, we terrorists are mindful of the environment and 

carbon emissions and wish to minimize damage to the fragile earth atmosphere and do 

what we can to prevent global warming. You must remember that for each person we 

kill, including ourselves, we are reducing carbon footprints dramatically and are 

helping Mother Earth sustain herself. 

Rosie Tumbleweed: Thank you for being so candid, Mr. Bombalama. I’m sure there are 

many peoples around the world who would applaud your sensitivity to the global 
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warming issue caused by excess carbon (CO2) in the atmosphere. Thank you for going 

‘green.’ Now, back to the studio . . . (Scene fades) 

SCENE # 6 – (Back at the anchor desk) 

Anchorman Ukan Believit:  We have two guests joining us tonight at the anchor desk 

here in Washington, DC who will be discussing this very subject, Global Warming, and 

it causes and effects.  Our first guest is Dr. Hide Decline, who is a staunch advocate of 

the global warming trend that he claims is being detected around the globe for the last 

decade. He’ll present us with a chart showing the climbing temperatures and what can 

be expected as a result of these climate changes. 

Our other guest is Dr. Notso Fast. Dr. Fast has been a student of global climate trends 

for 30 years and he is equally adamant that mankind and flatulent cattle are not 

producing enough greenhouse gases to impact the climate. 

Anchorman Ukan Believit: We will begin our discussion with Dr. Decline. . .  Dr. Decline, 

please show us what has become known as your hockey stick chart and explain it to 

our audience. 

Dr. Decline: As you can see from my chart, there has been a steady progression of 

greenhouse gases being emitted into our atmosphere as the human and cattle 

populations have grown dramatically since I began my study. (Shows chart.) I firmly 

believe the answer to our growing dilemma lies in reducing the populations of both 

cattle AND humans. I, and others like me, also postulate that humankind should cut 

their consumption of beef by 75%, which will eliminate the excess cattle that are being 

bred for food. 

Anchorman Ukan Believit: And HOW, Dr. Decline, do you propose to reduce the human 

population? 

Dr. Decline: Quite simply, we have plans to reduce human copulation . . . I mean, 

population by introducing mandatory sexometers into every bedroom in Amerika to 

measure the amount of CO2 that is being exhaled into the atmosphere by heavy 

breathing. Every household will pay a carbon tax when they exceed the allowable 

limits per night. This monitoring will continue until we reach an acceptable level of 

humans to sustain the earth's atmosphere, which we estimate to be about 10% of the 

current population. If these measures fail, there will be more stringent constraints put 
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in place. And, we must remember, this effort is being aided by the ‘green’ terrorists 

that were interviewed on your show earlier tonight. 

Dr. Notso Fast:  Dr.  Decline, YOU LIE!!!  There is no evidence that human pollution or 

cow farts are heating up the earth – the global changes are caused by cyclical sunspot 

activity and other natural occurrences. 

Dr. Decline: No! That is untrue! People and cows are causing global warming! Just ask 

Al Gorlioni! 

Dr. Notso Fast: Al Gorlioni is just getting rich by his scheme to sell carbon credits. It’s a 

big lie, I tell you!! 

 [A BRAWL erupts between the two ‘experts’ when Dr. Decline grabs Dr. Fast’s tie and 

they start trading punches.]   (Scene fades) 

 

 

 

SCENE # 7 - (The following evening at Channel WFRT) 

Anchorman Ukan Believit:  Good evening, viewers. Tonight, we again join our field 

reporter, Cash Carbon, as he follows up on an interview he had last year with a village 

leader in Papau, New Guinea. Under his leadership, the village has traded 2 million 

acres of virgin forestland for $300M in carbon credits. 

You see, Al Gorlioni’s scheme, I mean plan, is to sell these carbon credits to the 

developed countries so they can continue to pollute their regions as an offset to areas 
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of the world where the air is pristine and there is no pollution from factories. It's sort 

of a balancing act, if you will.  Now we go to our field reporter for a first-hand report.  

(Scene shifts to Field Reporter, Cash Carbon) 

Cash Carbon:  My greetings to our entire viewing audience from deep in the heart of 

Papau, New Guinea.  

I’m here to follow-up on a carbon credit plan that has been described by some as a 

flimflam that enables polluting industries to continue to pour carbon dioxide (CO2) into 

the atmosphere since said pollution is offset by the clean air in pristine areas of the 

world like where I am standing right now. 

Last year, soon after a carbon credit offset that was too good to refuse was finalized by 

Al Gorlioni with the village leader, this territory was covered in virgin forests. Its 

natives were living in primitive conditions with few worldly goods.  

Joining me now is the village leader, Mr. Changeisgood, a nobleman who has taken the 

time to tell us how the natives are adjusting to their newfound wealth that resulted 

from selling carbon credits to Amerika. 

(Camera pans to Changeisgood)    [He steps out of a fancy car with oversized wheels 

and gold hubcaps. He is decked out in bling of every description: gold chains, large gold 

earrings, gold nose ring, etc.] 
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Cash Carbon: (Speaking through an interpreter): Tell me, Mr. Changeisgood, how has 

your world changed since we met last year? 

 Changeisgood: (Talking in his native tongue through a translator.) We Guineans is 

MORE dan happy wid the turn of events. Evyting is, how you say, HUNKY DORY! Befo, I 

could only afford three wives, but now I has ten!  HoooWeee!!!    [Changeisgood spins  

around, slapping his knee and laughing] 

Cash Carbon: But, but, but . . . on the drive up here, I noticed that the forests are being 

cleared and huge mansions are replacing the grass huts! Big swimming pools are 

everywhere! 

Changeisgood:  Yes-s-s, my man, dis is de life! We all is so-o-o-o happy here now!  We 

don’t has to hoe no mo’, no plantin’,  no dig'n, nuthin’. We just has our food shipped in 

now. We’s plannin’  to build us some roads and gits us some of dem pick um up trucks 
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to rides around in. No need fo’ us to walk when we kins ride! Ho, man, we all jus’ loves 

Al Gorlioni and his carbon credits! [bending over, laughing] 

Cash Carbon:  But, but, but . . . the forests that you’ve cleared took in carbon dioxide  

that we, and all animals, breathe out, and the trees would then convert it and release 

oxygen back into the air that we all breathe in. We’ll all choke to death if this 

continues!! The forests will all be gone very soon if this keeps up! 

Changeisgood:   (Grinning from ear to ear) I don’t know ‘bout all dat, but we is HAPPY! 

HAPPY! HAPPY!!!  

Cash Carbon: (Worried expression and sputtering) I don’t know . . . what a mistake . . .  

what a mess . . . this is terrible!!  We’re all doomed! Doomed I tell you! What can we 

do now?!! 

[Cash Carbon throws down his WFRT microphone and is holding his head with both of 

his hands. He is crying and having a nervous breakdown. He falls on the ground and 

pounds the earth with his hands.]   (Scene fades) 

SCENE # 8 - 

(News desk in Washington, DC with anchorman Ukan Believit.) 

Ukan Believit: Breaking news from New Jersey! An airline pilot has reported a huge 

fleet of UFO’s floating over the Township of Manchester. They’re described as clusters 

of large black and white objects bobbing around at 3,000 ft. We have a reporter on the 

scene and we now join Betta Foolya for a first-hand report! 

(Scene shifts to field reporter.) 
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Betta Foolya:  It's amazing! Nothing like this has ever happened before! I’m standing 

here in farmer Riddle’s pasture and he’s reporting that his entire herd of 200 black and 

white Holsteins have disappeared overnight. Early this morning, his neighbors reported 

seeing large black and white UFO’s overhead, bobbing up and down and carried by the 

winds. When I arrived on the scene, they were still visible to the naked eye, but many 

of these objects have now floated out of sight. There’s speculation that these objects 

are the missing cows from farmer Riddle’s pasture that have somehow become 

airborne. It’s a real puzzle and we’re expecting investigators from the DOD to arrive at 

any moment. Wait a minute; I see an approaching government vehicle. We’ll try and 

get a few questions answered.  (Scene fades) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Betta Foolya:  I have standing with me right now CIA investigator, Slim Tightbuns, who 

has just arrived. Mr. Tightbuns, what do you think is going on? 

Mr.  Tightbuns:  We’ve already determined that these UFO’s are farmer Riddle’s black 

and white Holsteins. The mystery is: how are they floating? We must determine that as 

soon as possible. 

Betta Foolya:  Farmer Riddle, do you have any idea how your cows floated away? 

Farmer Riddle:  Three days ago, we installed flatumeters into my herd’s rectums to 

measure emissions. My assistant told me a few minutes ago that he forgot to release 

the baffles that allow the excess gases to go back into the air. The resulting build-up of 

gas has bloated them to the point that they’ve floated away. Let’s just pray that no 

sparks or ignitions come near the cows or they'll explode. 
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[The scene shifts to the ‘green’ terrorists in an adjacent field. One of them is aiming a 

shoulder fired missile at a floating cow. It sets off a chain reaction and blows up the 

entire herd. Upon seeing the success of their trial Mooclear bomb, the three of them 

are jumping up and down and rejoicing about their newfound weapon.] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Green’ Terrorist, Jemal Bombalama: (Waving his arms and dancing around.) Oh, you 

non-believers, you infidels!! Our fart vests were limited, but soon you will die, die, die 

by our Mooclear bombs!! 

(Turning to his buddies.) Now my brothers, we only have to set off our Mooclear 

bombs whenever and wherever we wish. Here's the plan. We and our fellow global 

warming activists/terrorists will insert flatumeters into herds of cattle and lock the 

baffles so that no methane gases escape. On the third night the cows will bloat and 

float up to drift in the prevailing winds. When they are over our targets, we'll fire our 

ignition missiles and the non-compliant polluters will be blasted with fiery methane 

gases and thousands of cow hoofs and horns!!!   Ha-Ha-Ha-a-a-ah!! 

(Scene  fades) 

SCENE # 9 – (SIX MONTHS LATER at the WFRT anchor desk in Washington, DC) 

Ukan Believit: Our lead story tonight is right here in Washington, DC.  President 

Oflimflama, recently back from his trip to Hoaxenhagen, will address the nation tonight 
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concerning the newest threat to our nation’s safety and security – Mooclear Bombs. 

Some of you may be familiar with the incident that occurred last year in New Jersey, 

when farmer Riddle’s entire herd of 200 black and white Holstein cows became 

airborne after faulty insertion of methane gas collecting flatumeters. When the excess 

gases could not escape, the resulting bloating caused the herd to become airborne. 

A shoulder fired missile from a terrorist struck one of the cows, setting off a chain 

reaction and the entire herd was lost in the resulting explosion. These Mooclear Bombs 

could be lethal if exploded at lower altitudes. The ‘green’ terrorists claimed 

responsibility for farmer Riddle's cows being blown to bits and are now threatening to 

use these improvised ‘green’ explosives to do our nation, and indeed the world, great 

harm. They plan to reduce carbon footprints by eliminating large portions of the 

earth’s inhabitants (animals included) who, by their very act of breathing and farting, 

release large amounts of CO2 into the atmosphere, thereby causing global warming. 

Their most recently released video, touting their sensitivity to the environment, shows 

a demonstration of their green suicide fart vests that use cattle flatumeters as the 

explosives. Several of the terrorists blew themselves up while perfecting their devices. 

Now they claim that they have worked out the kinks and are threatening to use 

flatumeters to float Mooclear bombs over targets.  These Mooclear bombs will be their 

newest ‘green’ weapon. President Oflimflama, in his speech tonight, is expected to ban 

the use of these flatumeter devices because of the danger posed by the terrorists and 

their easy access to these potential weapons. 

This is fast becoming a CRISIS situation people!  We expect President Oflimflama to 

address the issue directly from the White House at any moment now.  
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This just in from our correspondent in Venezuela! He’s reporting that a huge black and 

white mass, measuring at least one-mile in diameter, is hovering over the capital city of 

Caracas tonight! Could it be Mooclear bombs? 

Oh my God! ANOTHER FLASH NEWS ALERT has come in! The same type of phenomena 

is reported over our own capital city and other major cities around Amerika and indeed 

the world. President Oflimflama has just cancelled his address to the nation and he and 

all government officials are taking cover in their underground bunkers. HIGH ALERT 

People!! Take cover wherever you can. We are going off the air IMMEDIATELY!! 

[The escaping anchorman and guests are shown turning over desks and chairs in a mad 

scramble to get away and seek shelter.  Large FARTING sounds are heard as they run 

away. An off-scene voice is heard saying:  These guys just let loose a year’s worth of 

carbon credits!!]    (Scene fades) 

 

 

 

SCENE # 10 - 

[A chaotic scene is depicted with people running for cover all over the world. Large 

black and white masses of Mooclear Bombs are encircling the globe and terrorists are 

poised with shoulder fired missiles to set off a chain reaction explosion that will 

encircle the entire planet.]  
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Scene #11 - 

[Al Gorlioni, the only survivor of the devastation on earth, is shown riding astride a 

rocket headed to Mars.] 

AL Gorlioni:  Oh well, maybe the Martians will be open to my scheme and will invest in 

carbon offset credits. Martians, get ready, get ready, get ready! Here come Al’s carbon 

credits!  Gee . . . I hope they have lots of CASH! 
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Epilogue:  Problem solved.  No more worries about global warming and carbon 

footprints; in fact, there won’t be any footprints at all – man or beast. Al Gorlioni is on 

his way to Mars, all the ‘infidels’ have gone on to their rewards and the ‘green’ 

terrorists are enjoying their 72 virgins in the afterlife. 

We wonder . . . when the 72 are no longer virgins, do they get a fresh batch??? 

 

THE ABSOLUTE END! 
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Credits begin to roll -------------- 
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